Light-weight video coding (LVC) follows distributed video coding (DVC) and designs to move computational complexity from the encoder to the decoder, thus making a low computational complexity encoder. In traditional video coding, the high computational complexity encoder algorithms, where motion estimation and mode decision, are the main transferred objects. In order to alleviate the computational burden, the proposed architecture adopts the Partial Boundary Matching Algorithm (PBMA) and four flexible types of mode decision at the decoder; this circumvents the traditional use of motion estimation and mode decision at the encoder. In simulation, the proposed architecture, Padding Block-based LVC, not only outperforms the state-of-the-art DVC (DISCOVER) codec by up to 4~5 dB but also significantly decreases decoder complexity to approximately one hundred times lower than that of the DISCOVER codec.
Introduction
Video coding involves a complementary pair of systems: a compressor (encoder) and a decompressor (decoder). The coding can then be devised to remove any redundancy in the temporal and spatial domains. Generally, two video coding types are typically considered: lossless and lossy coding. Lossy video coding involves motion compensation, transform and quantization processing, while lossless video coding entails entropy coding. In addition, lossy video coding is required for higher compression, since lossless video information only allows for moderate compression. The current standard compatible with the above algorithms has been developed to provide a high quality, low distortion, and low bit-rate transmission. Compared with early proposed standards, the H.264/ AVC standard achieves up to a 50% improvement in bitrate efficiency and is suitable for many applications, such as web video downloads, video broadcasting, video on demand systems, and consumer electronics video products. However, the above applications of H.264/AVC video coding are subject to numerous complicated loading problems. For example, the video stream is only compressed once, but decoded many times. Typically, the encoder is five to ten times more complex than the decoder. Thus, in order to reduce computational loading at the encoder, the spirit of Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is developed to implement a lower complexity level of video coding, shifting the complexity from the encoder to the decoder without reducing the video coding quality.
The fundamental concept of DVC is based on two significant information theorems: Slepian-Wolf (SW) [1] and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) [2] . The SW coding theorem is a lossless source coding, while the WZ coding theorem is a form of lossy source coding. DVC as defined in [3] must obey these two information theorems; however, the Lightweight Video Coding (LVC) does not follow the original DVC definition. LVC is only complies with the DVC spirit, and develops to implement a lower complexity level of video encoding, shifting the complexity from the encoder to the decoder. Based on these theorems, there exist three major groups for the development of DVC architectures: The Stanford DVC scheme [3] , the Europe DISCOVER (DIStributed COding for Video sERvices) codec [4, 5] and the Berkeley PRISM (Powerefficient, Robust, hIgh-compression, Syndrome-based Multimedia coding) paradigm [6] . Basically, the DVC scheme proposed by Stanford works at the frame level and adopts turbo code-based SW coding; this is characterized by a feedback channel performing rate control at the decoder. The DISCOVER video codec by Europe is actually an extension of the Stanford DVC scheme, which is able to significantly improve performance. The main concept of DISCOVER is to flexibly adjust the GOP-sized selection, and it adopts a low-density parity check accumulator (LDPCA) coding scheme with an 8 b Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) at the encoder. At the decoder, a bi-directional motion estimation is conducted with spatial smoothing (BiMESS) in order to obtain high quality side information (SI), while motion search is adopted to increase the sub-pixel precision method for BiMESS. The PRISM codec by Berkeley is conducted at the block level and uses the syndrome code-based SW coding. It is characterized by an encoder side rate controller based on the availability of a reference frame.
In addition, Taiwan University has proposed a hybrid DVC (hybrid distributed video coding with frame level coding mode selection) architecture [7, 8] , which is an extension of the state-of-the-art DVC (DISCOVER) codec. This architecture is beneficial, adding minor computational complexity, and integrating entropy coding into WZ frame encoding, while conventional DVC only uses the channel coding function. Thus, the inclusion of entropy coding not only slightly increases complexity but also improves performance.
Currently, DVC has not reached the performance level of classical inter-frame coding. This is in part due to the quality of the side information (SI), which has a strong impact on the final rate-distortion (RD) performance. In order to produce the SI, DISCOVER uses the MotionCompensated Temporal Interpolation (MCTI) [9] technique. In [10] [11] [12] , the authors presented DVC schemes that perform the motion estimation both at the encoder and decoder. In [10] , the authors propose a pixeldomain DVC scheme, which consists of combining low complexity bit plane motion estimation at the encoder, with motion-compensated frame interpolation at the decoder. The improvements are shown for sequences containing fast and complex motion. In [11] , a DVC scheme is presented in which the task of motion estimation is performed both at the encoder and decoder. The results have shown that the cooperation of the encoder and decoder can reduce the overall computational complexity while improving coding efficiency. Finally, [12] proposed combining the global and local motion estimations at the encoder while the motion estimation and compensation are performed both at the encoder and decoder.
Conversely, in [13] , the local motion estimation is only performed at the decoder, while the global motion parameters are estimated at the encoder using a scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [14] algorithm. It is important to note that the encoding complexity is kept low. The global parameters are sent to the decoder to estimate the global motion compensation (GMC) SI, and the combination between the GMC SI and MCTI SI is made at the decoder. This approach consists of combining global and local motion compensation at the decoder. The parameters of the global motion are estimated at the encoder using SIFT features. These estimated parameters are then sent to the decoder in order to generate a globally motion-compensated SI. Conversely, a locally motion compensated SI is generated at the decoder based on the MCTI of neighboring reference frames. Moreover, an improved fusion of global and local SI during the decoding process is achieved using the partially decoded WZ frames and decoded reference frames. The method proposed in [13] significantly improves the quality of the SI, especially for sequences containing high global motion.
Another DVC paradigm is different to the extension of Stanford DVC scheme and DISCOVER codec. In [15] , a dynamic skip mode threshold is proposed, based on PRISM [6] architecture for higher coding efficiency. In the encoder of the classifier module, while the skip mode threshold is a dynamic value different from the original PRISM with fixed value. In the encoder of the syndrome encoding module, the original PRISM architecture, block coefficients in the least significant part were coded in a 4-tuple symbol {Last, Run, Depth, Path}, while a 3-tuple symbol {Last, Run, Path} was applied in [15] with depth substituted by class type. The key parts of the decoder are the motion search loop, syndrome decoding, and hash checking. First, the motion search is performed at the decoder in order to find suitable predictors. Also, the syndrome decoding module generates side information candidates by searching through previously decoded frames. In addition, the hash checking module checks the correctness of decoded blocks, and the process is repeated until the decoded block passes hash checking, indicating successful decoding.
In [16] , on the basis of the original PRISM DVC architecture, a low-complexity feedback channel free DVC architecture is proposed with a new enhance classifier to improve the coding performance. [16] is based on [15] and PRISM architecture, targeting simple video sensors in sensor network applications. An enhanced classifier is proposed at the encoder, which is composed of a light motion search module integrated with the classifier for a more accurate rate control, and [15] outperforms other feedback channel free architectures with only a slight increase in encoder complexity. In a feedback-channelfree DVC architecture, the encoder plays a crucial role for coding performance since the bitrate and the quality are determined at the encoder while the decoder is responsible for regular decoding procedures. In light of this, [16] proposes an enhanced classifier architecture in the encoder to further improve the coding performance. However, the [15] can attain the class type and depth distribution of transform coefficients. Also, [16] applies three-step search (3SS) at the encoder of the classifier module, and the 3SS estimates the correlation noise between the current block and the best predictor at the decoder more precisely. The new classifier module exploits the available predictor at the encoder and performs classification to achieve a more accurate rate control. The classifier for class type and depth distribution of transform coefficients is retrained offline.
In fact, DVC avoids the computationally intensive temporal prediction loop at the encoder, by shifting the exploitation of the temporal redundancy to the decoder. This is a significant advantage in a wide range of emerging application scenarios, including wireless video cameras, wireless low-power surveillance, video conferencing with mobile devices, disposable camera, high pollution medical cameras, and visual sensor networks.
DVC effectively reduces the complexity of the encoder, but it also causes some problems. The two main disadvantages are poor performance and high decoder complexity. The cause of poor DVC performance is the DVC encoder's use of only H.264/AVC intra frame coding. This computational complexity is 5 to 10 times lower than that of the traditional H.264/AVC inter frame coding. In addition, conventional DVC has only half the complexity of H.264/AVC intra frame coding between key and WZ frames. Therefore, the usage complexity of the DVC encoder is almost 10 to 20 times lower than the conventional H.264/AVC video coding. It is therefore difficult to achieve the same performance with current traditional video coding. To date, DVC rate distortion (RD) performance remains between H.264/AVC intra and inter frame with no motion video coding. In order to solve this difficult problem, the general solution is the addition of some efficient algorithm in the DVC encoder to improve performance. However, this will mean that the encoder will no longer operate with the original intra frame video coding, but rather with partial inter frame video coding. This will, of course, increase DVC encoder complexity. Another significant problem faced by DVC is high decoding complexity; this problem leads to difficulties in performing real-time video processing. This is the result of the timeconsuming nature of the error-correcting coding of recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) decoding for LDPCA decoders. In [5] , it is shown that over 90% of the computational complexity at the LDPCA decoder is made up of decoding time. Other challenges also remain to be solved in traditional DVC, such as the feedback channel problem. It is clear then that DVC encoder complexity must be reduced, the rate control should be transferred to the decoder, and it must be ensured that that the bidirectional communication channel is available. Many studies have therefore attempted to move the rate control from the decoder back to the encoder and to eliminate the feedback channel problem. Moreover, the encoder requires a larger frame buffer, and in flexible GOP size, this may result in increased hardware costs, especially in slow motion video sequences. The decoder may also encounter the block effect due to the fact that some DVC encoder designs use block-based video coding. Chrominance has no significant effect, and only luminance is considered for processing. Finally, there is no unified DVC standard, which increases the difficulty of making a DVC extension. In summary, then, DVC cannot be widely adopted in many applications due to its poor performance, decoder complexity, and the abovementioned shortcomings.
The proposed LVC scheme, Padding Block-based Light-weight Video Coding (PB-based LVC), solves the two main DVC drawbacks: poor performance and high decoder complexity. Since motion estimation takes up a large part of the computational loading in traditional video coding, the propose method uses a Partial Boundary Matching Algorithm (PBMA) as the motion estimation at the decoder to replace the motion estimation at the encoder. Also another high complexity algorithm, mode decision, needs transfer from the encoder to the decoder through four different flexible modes. This shifting of mode decision to the decoder is a novel move. The proposed scheme therefore differs from the above types of traditional DVC architectures and does not use the traditional DVC frame level design and error correction coding (e.g., Turbo, BCH, or LDPC coding) as the WZ frame coding scheme, but rather uses a block level design and padding-based algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains DVC in network systems. Section 3 introduces the background (e.g., the traditional motion estimation and mode decision) and methodology (e.g., the PBMA and mode decision at the decoder). Section 4 describes the proposed PB-based LVC architecture. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Section 6 draws conclusions.
DVC in a network configuration
The primary concept of DVC is to shift complexity from the encoder to the decoder. However, if it were to be left at that, possible applications would be limited and DVC would only be useful in a small number of fields such as wireless video surveillance systems. If, however, DVC were to become applicable to networks, then its potential applications would be very widespread. The description of a traditional video network system and a DVC network system are both as follows.
A traditional video transmission network is a storeand-forward network, where video data flow packets are forwarded hop-by-hop. The content of the video coding data flow is not essentially modified in the network term and transferred directly from the source end to the terminal end. Therefore, in traditional network architecture, the implementation of video encoding and decoding must take place on the terminal equipment without any additional processing in the network term. Thus, the computational loading of all video coding must be completed at the terminal devices. These results are in the high cost of wireless video surveillance, or the need for expensive video compression encoder chips (e.g., ITU-T H.26x and ISO/IEC MPEG-x) [17, 18] on commercial mobile phones with camera functions.
In order to effectively reduce the cost of a video transmission network at the encoder, early proposed DVC [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] schemes suggested a network solution. In these schemes, the primary aim is to transfer computational complexity from the terminal device to the network term. The advantage of this architecture is that it inherently transfers the complexity to the network term because it uses the DVC scheme in the uplink and a traditional video coding scheme in the downlink. In this network architecture, the computational loading of the terminal device can be reduced as compared to traditional video networks, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Related works and main technologies
In the early stages of DVC development, the video coding standard was based on H.263+, which aimed to develop the motion estimation algorithm. The high performance motion estimation algorithm has a high complexity encoding, which can be considered as the transfer target for DVC. Today, more advanced video coding standards have been proposed. Another outstanding algorithm, mode decision, which flexibly encodes picture blocks in exchange for improving the encoding efficiency, is able to increase the encoding complexity. Mode decision is thus another transfer target. For this reason, the proposed PB-based LVC mitigates the encoder complexity with motion estimation and mode decision. The main idea is that the proposed scheme only adopts zero motion searching, and uses less inter frame encoding. Because motion estimation is not used, a low complexity encoder is expected. At the decoder, the proposed scheme utilizes PBMA and mode decision with decoder algorithms with high performance and low computational complexity inter frame decoding as compared to traditional DVC schemes.
This section contains two subsections: motion estimation [17] and mode decision [18] . Traditional motion estimation at the encoder is discussed in Subsection 3.1, and the proposed primary function of motion estimation at the decoder, PBMA, is introduced in Subsection 3.2. Conventional mode decision at the encoder is explained in Subsection 3.3. Finally, the proposed enhanced function mode decision process at the decoder is demonstrated in Subsection 3.4.
Traditional motion estimation at encoder in H.264/ AVC video coding
All conventional video coding standards use block type motion estimation coding, which is a kind of inter frame motion compensation prediction used for reducing temporal redundancy. The conventional motion estimation operation uses the block of a current frame to search for a best predictor block (best match block) in the search range of the reference frame, where the motion vector represents the best match block position with a zero motion block. The rate distortion optimization (RDO) function-a general assessment method used to achieve the best mode between performance and rate of data flow-of the motion estimation can be expressed as follows: 
Motion estimation at decoder with PBMA
The primary aim of LVC is to transfer certain complicated operations from the encoder to the decoder. During the transfer, the decoding performance will not be severely degraded and will remain within a tolerable range. The high performance motion estimation at the encoder of the transitional video coding is essentially a high computational complexity algorithm. However, the proposed scheme does not utilize motion estimation at the encoder. This significantly reduces the encoding complexity, and without high efficiency motion estimation, the performance may be degraded outside the predefined tolerable range. The proposed scheme uses PBMA to replace the function of motion estimation, and PBMA can thus demonstrate performance that approaches motion estimation at the encoder. The proposed PBMA algorithm is detailed as follows:
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where PBM(dx,dy), PBM _up_region (dx,dy), and PBM _left_region [19] . BMA is a kind of error concealment method and mainly uses the boundary pixels of loose blocks to find the best matching block in the search range of a reference frame. The steps involved in BMA are as follows: First, the BMA template is the neighborhood pixel of the loose block. Second, as in motion estimation, the candidate block is selected from the search range in the reference frame. Third, in the search range, each candidate block neighborhood pixel is compared with the template. Fourth, the candidate block, which is most similar to the template, is the best matching block. Finally, the best matching block is pasted back into the current frame. The major difference between PBMA and BMA is that BMA uses all adjacent pixels of the block as a template, whereas PBMA only uses partial adjacent pixels (in general, only two adjacent pixels) because the decoding block of adjacent pixels has not been decoded. Thus, only the partial block adjacent pixels can be used. As shown in Fig. 3 , each small block (white and light blue colors) represents one pixel. The use of more block selections with differing flexibility macroblock types regarding the motion estimation and motion compensation will significantly enhance performance but will also increase the computational complexity at the encoder. In addition, the mode decision according to the frame complex generally uses different block modes, where the complex part uses smaller macroblocks, and the smooth part represents larger macroblocks, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The RDO function of mode decision is defined as follows: 
complexity issues, as with the traditional motion estimation algorithm.
Mode decision at decoder with PB-based LVC
Although mode decision performance can be significantly enhanced in conventional video coding, the computational complexity at the encoder will remain high. Therefore, the proposed scheme aims to shift mode decision to the decoder; the primary goal is to use its high performance characteristics to address the traditional DVC low performance problem. The proposed scheme, with mode decision at the decoder, largely strengthens PBMA which is a motion estimation at the decoder algorithm, and effectively improves performance over using PBMA without mode decision at the decoder. This is the first time mode decision has been shifted to the decoder. In addition, the proposed scheme is a lowcomplexity mode decision at the decoder along with traditional high-complexity decoder DVC solutions. The proposed mode decision at the decoder has four different modes: modes 0 to 3, where the mode (block type) is chosen from the candidate type set {4 × 4, 4 × 2, 2 × 4, 2 × 2}. Apart from mode 0, the other modes may fail to be completed because neighborhood blocks have not been decoded. The selection method of best block types involves calculating the mean addition differential (MAD) by neighborhood pixels. Next, the best type block is pasted back in order, and mode decision at the decoder is completed, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the MAD is defined as:
where SAD(x,y) is the pixel value of the Sum of Absolute Differences and N is the block size.
Padding block-based light-weight video coding
The PB-based LVC architecture is comprised of three parts at the encoder: the classifier, skip block mask and rearrangement (including the skip block record table), and the conventional intra frame encoder, depicted in the Fig. 6 . Initially, the classifier can be divided into SAD and DC classifiers. The SAD classifier is used to determine zero motion blocks. After the SAD classifier, the DC (Direct Current) classifier is carried forward to replace the search of low motion blocks for motion estimation (DC value is generally used in the DC coefficient of DCT (discrete cosine transform)). Therefore, the classifier is only suitable for recognizing zero and low motion blocks and is unsuitable for other cases, especially in high motion blocks. Two functions, the skip block mask and rearrangement, are based on the results of the classifier. If the classification value is smaller than the setting threshold, the block will be skipped, and the DC value of the block will be filled in; otherwise, the block will be retained and sent to the conventional intra frame encoder after further transferring the video stream to the decoder. The skip blocks with DC fill in function have better performance than without DC fill in function. Finally, the skipped blocks' data are saved in the skip block record table with three states (non-skip blocks, SAD classification blocks, and DC classification blocks). The encoded video stream and record table are then output to the decoder, respectively. The decoder consists of three main parts, including the conventional intra frame decoder, the block padding and the pixel padding, shown in the Fig. 7 . The conventional intra frame decoder first decodes the video stream from the encoder. After decoding, the block padding is used to pad blocks and is divided into Zero Motion Vector Replacement (ZMVR) and Partial Boundary Matching Algorithm (PBMA) to replace the high complexity motion estimation algorithm at the encoder. ZMVR and PBMA acquire the skip block record table information from the skipped blocks of the encoder and then pad zero and low motion blocks with four flexible block mode decision. The PBMA algorithm is employed to select the best matching block by neighbor pixel data around the skipped block and searches candidate blocks as with motion estimation in the setting search range, after finding the best matched block and then padding it from the reference frame. After block padding, the remaining unrecovered blocks use pixel padding. Pixel padding consists of Spatial Temporal Texture Synthesis (STTS) and Pixel Interpolation (PxI). STTS is an efficient approach not only for image reconstruction technology but also for video compression. Of course, STTS finds the best matched pixel with four neighborhood templates from the appropriate search range. The proposed STTS algorithm not only uses spatial frames as a search range but also uses temporal frames. Finally, the PxI is used to complete the padding for all remaining unrecovered pixels after the above algorithm. The PxI utilizes image inpainting technology to recover pixels.
Encoder
The proposed scheme adopts a GOP frame coding structure, as found in traditional video coding. Herein, the first frame is encoded with the traditional intra frame encoding, and the other frames function using skip block encoding. With this procedure, as with the traditional video coding results, intra frame coding prevents the entire GOP frame from distorting. 
Classifier
The functional block, classifier, includes the SAD and DC classifiers. These classifiers are used to identify the zero motion block and the low motion block; therefore, this design is not suitable for determining the medium and high motion blocks. The SAD classifier could be used to determine SAD (0) (the zero motion block). The formula is defined as follows: This average value helps to easily search for low motion blocks when the low motion block partially overlaps pixels of the co-located block. Therefore, with the classifier-block, it is easy to see that the proposed LVC encoder adopts partial inter frame coding, rather than the pure intra frame coding adopted by traditional DVC.
Skip block mask and rearrangement
The functional block, skip block mask, first masks all skip blocks with the results obtained from the classifier-block and saves the information of the skip blocks to the skip block record (9) and (10), respectively. Here, mask(i) is set to 1, and if the th sad and th dc of block i are below the thresholds τ 1 and τ 2 , the block is skipped. Otherwise, it is assumed to be a non-skip block. After the skip block function, the rearrangement-block function will rearrange reserve (non-skip) blocks by a new order, which concentrates non-skipped blocks together. As a result, it is easy to distinguish skip blocks and non-skip blocks in a frame.
Sub-framing
After the rearrangement-block is the sub-framing-block, which is a half video frame processing, if this frame skips over 50% of the blocks. Otherwise, if the frame skips less than 50% of the blocks, full video frame is retained. From this, the frame size transmitted to the decoder can be greatly reduced in slow motion video sequences. However, if the frame in the high motion video sequences is insufficiently conditioned, it will send a full frame to the next functional block.
Conventional intra frame encoder
The functional block of the conventional intra frame encoder, such as H.263+, H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 intra frame coding, and even JPEG, JPEG-2000, all depend on the range of suggestion. Therefore, high-performance H.264/AVC main profile and H.265/HEVE main profile level 1 intra frame video coding is adopted in this paper. In addition, since the rate control issue arises from the feedback channel problem, the proposed scheme includes a rate control at the encoder, which differs fundamentally from conventional DVC with the rate control at the decoder.
Skip block record table
As described above, this record table needs only 2 b to store information per block, e.g., (0, 0) stands for non-skip block, (1, 0) refers to skip blocks by SAD classifier, (0, 1) is skip blocks by DC classifier, and (1, 1) means reserved.
Decoder
The decoder processing kernel is under the skip block record table information. Therefore, this kernel can generate a high-performance decoder with the block and pixel padding functions. The considered decoder contains the following parts.
Conventional intra frame decoder
The proposed scheme uses H.264/AVC and H.265/ HEVC video decoding directly and can be used to detect most of the parameters from the encoder automatically; this excludes skip block information.
Sub-frame recovery
If the encoder uses a sub-framing function, the decoder should recover it to a full fame; if not, skip this step.
Inverse rearrangement
The functional block, inverse rearrangement, is arranged in order of the blocks. The blocks' positions are recovered to form the original video frame status.
ZMVR
The ZMVR is used to directly paste the zero motion blocks from the co-located block of the reference (previous) frame and according to the information from the skip block record table. However, sometimes this is unsatisfactory because some non-skip blocks have not been reconstructed from the reference frame, and the non-reconstructed blocks will thus continue to be processed in the next PBMA-block.
PBMA
The PBMA function, which is a boundary matching algorithm, primarily uses the boundary pixels of loose blocks to find the best match blocks in the search range of the reference frame. The steps of PBMA are as follows: First, the PBMA template is the upper and left hand side neighborhood pixel of the lose block. Second, the candidate block is selected from the search range in the reference frame. Third, each candidate block's neighborhood pixel is compared with the template in the search range. Fourth, the candidate block, which is most similar to the template, is the best match block. Finally, the best match block is pasted back into the current frame. For simplicity, the calculation related to PBMA is defined as follows:
and
, and finally where Eqs. (13), (14), and (15) are defined similar to Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) above, except b is set to 1.
STTS
The STTS function is a kind of texture synthesis algorithm and differs from the conventional texture synthesis which applies the spatial domain only. However, STTS uses the spatial frame and refers to the temporal frame. Although this will increase complexity, performance is enhanced as well. Spatial texture synthesis [20, 21] is one of the more efficient approaches used to reconstruct a large digital image from a small digital sample image in conventional image processing. This is done by utilizing its structural content. Thus, the proposed scheme uses this algorithm to implement the pixel padding.
After the block padding function, most blocks have been recovered, and only a few blocks need to be reconstructed by pixel padding. STTS adopts 8-neighborhoods as a search range at the decoder. Finding the best match of the current pixel involves using the template block on the four sides of each individual current pixel; the template is on the upper, lower, left, and right, respectively. Then, the best match of the template block in the search range is found. Finally, if the candidate pixel is selected, the candidate pixel is pasted to recover it, as depicted in Fig. 8. 
PxI
The functional block, PxI, utilizes pixel interpolation to reconstruct pixels in the current frame. The PxI-block can use any subjection interpolation algorithm and uses the average value of 4-neighborhoods pixels to complete unrecovered pixels.
Skip block record table
The function, skip block record table, is based on the table from the encoder. This table is able to support the best decoding information.
Enhance function
The proposed enhance function includes the following:
Backward video sequence procedure
After the block padding is implemented with the forward procedure, the backward video sequence procedure processes the unrecovered blocks again using the PBMA block. This may recover some blocks that could not be recovered in the forward procedure. This method is able to recover more blocks and promotes better performance.
Mode decision at decoder
As mentioned above, mode decision at the decoder primarily enhances the PBMA function in block padding, because the PBMA only processes the {4 × 4} blocks. Mode decision at the decoder then increases different block sizes for template matching. The calculation is the same as in conventional video coding and uses MAD to distinguish different block sizes for different modes. The departure from traditional video coding is that the MAD value cannot be calculated for each mode, where the minimum value is selected as the best mode. It is made in order of the candidate set {4 × 4, 4 × 2, 2 × 4, 2 × 2}. If decoding cannot be performed for the last mode block, the next mode cannot be decoded. Thus, only decoded modes can be used for a comparison, and the minimum MAD value is selected as the best block.
Remaining available enhancement functions
There are still more available enhancement functions which could be used in the PB-based LVC, e.g., mutual Fig. 8 The STTS with left hand side template Fig. 9 The RD performance comparison of the proposed PB-based LVC and the DISCOVER codec bi-directional frame coding at the decoder, multiple reference frame coding at the decoder, sub-pixel motion search at the decoder for PBMA ,and a de-blocking filter for block based LVC. The above subjection enhancement functions can be applied as effective methods for improving PB-based LVC.
Experiment results
In the experiments, the RD performance and computation time of the proposed LVC parameters are compared with those of the state-of-the-art DISCOVER codec, which is a typical DVC architecture, and most of the literature entries selected are compared with it.
The RD performance of the proposed scheme is compared with that of the DISCOVER codec; therefore, all parameters follow DISCOVER, e.g., JM reference software, and the main profile is used to compare the PSNR of luminance (Y) without comparison with chrominance (U, V) levels. It is assumed that the channel is free, frame rate is 15Hz, and quantization parameters QPs and QI are identical with those of DISCOVER. GOP length is 2 and 8, and the total number of frames is 150. Four general video test sequences, "Hall Monitor," "Foreman," "Soccer," and "Coast Guard," are selected, where the Hall Monitor, Foreman, and Soccer video test sequences are low, medium, and high activity video test sequences, respectively. Notably, the Coast Guard sequence is a significant one.
In the context of computational complexity, in order to avoid the difference in execution time for different platforms (CPU time), the ratio against H.264/AVC intra frame coding is used instead of a comparison of execution time directly. Here, the personal computers (PC) associated with Intel Pentium dual-core CPU processor at 1.3 GHz and 4 GB RAM at 1.3 GHz are installed with the Microsoft Windows 7 64-b operating system.
RD performance
Overall, the proposed scheme's performance (red and blue line) is better than that of DISCOVER (orange and green line) in most video test sequences, except Coast Guard as it is a significant video test sequence and very suited for the DISCOVER codec; thus, surpassing its ability is not easily accomplished. In GOP 8, the proposed scheme's performance (blue line) is better than that of DISCOVER. This is different in Coast Guard as the proposed scheme exhibits a loss of performance. But Fig. 10 The RD performance of the proposed scheme compared to that of H.264/AVC and H.263+ in GOP 2 in GOP 2, the proposed scheme's (red line) performance is compared with that of DISCOVER in most video test sequences. Notably, Coast Guard and Soccer have been polarized. The proposed scheme's performance for Coast Guard is lower than that of DISCOVER and is 2 dB. However, the proposed scheme's performance for Soccer is higher than that of DISCOVER at 3 to 4 dB. The performance for Hall Monitor and Foreman is comparable with that of the DISCOVER codec. Conclusions regarding performance suggest that the proposed scheme is better than DISCOVER in GOP 8 but is comparable with DISCOVER in GOP 2, as seen in Fig. 9 .
From this result, it is clear that the proposed scheme is more advantages, since in all types of video test sequences, even low motion or high motion video sequences, the proposed scheme's performance remains consistent at a certain level. Unlike traditional DVCs that only perform well under certain beneficial video test sequences, the proposed scheme can consistently exhibit improved performance. However, in some disadvantageous video test sequences, e.g., DISCOVER codec in Soccer, its performance will obviously become poor. In addition, the proposed scheme exhibits more stable performance and a small difference in different GOP length. These two advantages cannot be achieved with traditional DVCs.
In addition to comparison with the DISCOVER codec, the proposed scheme must also be compared with traditional video coding, e.g., H.264/AVC and H.263+ video coding standard. This comparison more clearly shows the superiority of the proposed scheme. Thus, H.264/AVC intra, H.264/AVC inter with no motion, and H.263+ are three standards chosen for comparison. Overall, the proposed scheme's performance is better than that of H.263+ and close to that of H.264/AVC, and from the curve, it can be seen that the proposed scheme's performance approaches the level of H.264/AVC inter with no motion.
In GOP 2, Hall monitor and Soccer, the proposed scheme's curve (red line) is closer to H.264/AVC inter; with traditional DVC contrast, most DVC solutions could not simultaneously result in such good performance between these two video test sequences. However, the proposed scheme's performance with Foreman and Coast Guard is closer to and slightly lower than H.264/AVC intra. Therefore, it is regarded as a fairly good performance.
In GOP 8, the performance is the same as in GOP 2 for the four video test sequences. Therefore, from the Fig. 11 The RD performance of the proposed scheme compared to that of H.264/AVC and H.263+ in GOP 8 results of Figs. 10 and 11, it is clear that the DVCs' performance is lower than that of the traditional H.264/AVC video coding. This is because the usage of DVC encoder complexity is lower than the conventional H.264/AVC video coding by almost 10 to 20 times. Thus, it is very difficult to attain the same level of performance at this stage. Of course, this also clearly highlights the dilemma faced in current DVC development: because computational computation at the encoder is reduced too much, the performance is still between H.264/AVC intra and inter with no motion, and it is difficult to improve on this.
Furthermore, in order to prove that the proposed could still maintain the same situation in the H.265/ HEVC standard, same four video testing sequences are selected for comparison, and the PB-based LVC uses H.265/HEVC intra as its conventional intra frame encoder and decoder. In GOP length 2 and 8, the performance is the same with the H.264/AVC standard for the all video sequences. Therefore, from the results of Fig. 12 , it is clear that the performance is slightly lower than that of the traditional H.265/HEVC intra except Hall Monitor, which is the same quality in the H.264/ AVC video sequences.
Computational complexity
The encoding computational complexity in the proposed scheme is higher (worse) than that of the DISCOVER codec, except with Hall Monitor in GOP 8 because the proposed design adopts partial inter frame encoding rather than only using the intra frame encoding of DIS-COVER. However, the proposed encoding ratio differs slightly from that of DISCOVER in GOP 2 by 0.6 to 0.7. Hall Monitor in GOP 8 is less than 1/2 of the intra frame encoding because it uses a sub-framing function; thus, the computational complexity is lower, detail depicted in Table 1 .
In the decoding, the proposed computational complexity is much lower (better) than that of DISCOVER, which uses a high complexity error correction decoding. As a result, the decoding time is one hundred to even three thousand times that of the H.264/AVC video decoding. The high-complexity error correction decoding accounts for over 90% of decoding time. Therefore, the DISCOVER codec causes difficulties in real time system design as there is a high level of complexity at the decoder. The proposed scheme performs well in this case, as its complexity increases by only 7~18% with the H.264/AVC video decoding. This is the main reason for using the proposed PBMA instead of the traditional DVC for error correction decoding. As such, the proposed application can enable a more efficient real-time processing environment, as shown in Table 2 .
Computational occupation time
Next, the functional block computational complexity time consumption needed further analysis and was calculated in percentage. The encoder distinguished three parts from Fig. 6 , the first is the functional block classifier and skip block mask, the second is the functional block rearrangement and sub-framing, and the third is the H.264/AVC intra frame encoding and similarly for comparison in GOP 2 and 8. Overall, because the DVC design aim is low-complexity encoding, the highest computational complexity occurs with the H.264/AVC intra encoding, and execution time accounts for more than 99.5%. Although the proposed scheme adopts partial inter frame encoding, it exhibits higher complexity than the traditional DVC intra frame encoding. However, it is observed that the increasing partial inter frame coding time is lower than 0.5%, from Table 3 , and below one in 200. Therefore, the time proportion is extremely low. Hall monitor in GOP 8, however, is a low motion video sequence, and most blocks are skipped; thus, functional block sub-framing is used. The encoder is therefore partially occupied with the sub-framing block during processing time.
In addition, the decoding time occupation analysis is divided into four parts from Fig. 7 . First is functional block H.264/AVC intra frame decoding, second is functional block sub-frame recovery and inverse rearrangement, third is functional block block padding, and the final is functional block pixel padding. Overall, the decoder exhibits the same performance as the encoder, in that the greatest complexity occurs with H.264/AVC intra decoding, accounting for about 85%, while the second highest execution time occurs with functional block padding and occupies about 8~9%, from Table 4 . The decoder's improvement performance relies on this function, and the two important algorithms, PBMA and mode decision at decoder, also perform in this part.
Conclusions
In this paper, a PB-based LVC architecture was proposed, which compensates for the current highcomplexity decoder and lower performance DVC schemes. Following the experiment results, it is clear that the proposed architecture is able to greatly reduce the decoder complexity by a hundred-fold in addition to other marginal performance improvements. Moreover, the PBMA and four flexible block type mode decision scheme is able to effectively transfer the motion estimation and the mode decision algorithms to the decoder. Its performance can approach that of H.264/AVC video coding, and is better than traditional DVC solutions.
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